Trrs plug wiring

The TRRS phono plug facilitates the addition of another connection since there are 4 contact
places on the jack separated by three insulation layers. The two most common applications
today for the TRRS phono plug in Mini Phono is for video camera recorders and mobile audio
devices including the iPod, iPhone, and Android phones. So a TRRS is a three ring four pole
connector. The stereo headphones include a microphone for use with modern mobile phones,
such as the Motorola Droid. These hands free headsets utilize the additional contact on the jack
for the microphone, and share a common ground. Unfortunately, there are competing
conventions for the contact assignment of these TRRS phono plugs. The original convention
has been established for decades and was adopted by Nokia for their mobile phones for hands
free headsets. For the purposes of identification it will be referred to as the Nokia convention.
Some Android smartphones use use the original Nokia convention. Early Motorola Droid
phones use the Nokia convention. It is unknown if the newest Motorola Droids use the same.
Standard TRS audio plugs should work fine in these devices for audio playback from the
Android phone to a stereo receiver. Shorting the microphone and ground doesn't seem to harm
the device for most phones with the Nokia TRRS jack. Rather than accepting an existing
convention, Apple created chaos for device manufacturers by swapping the microphone and
ground connections. Think different? By preserving the left and right audio convention it allows
the use of standard TRS headphones on apple devices. Although connecting TRS headphones
does short the ground and microphone connection, it reportedly does no harm and full stereo
audio is available in the headphones. Android, Blackberry, and iPhone all currently utilize the
Mini Phono size, although the wiring configuration has two competing conventions. There are
an array of adapters available to resolve the various incompatibilities in plug and jack size, as
well as competing wiring conventions. Another issue created by Apple typically the culprit is
the depth of the jack on the device. An adapter is available which allows you to fit a regular
headset into the recessed area. There's adapters to allow a male Mini Phono to plug into a
Sub-Mini jack. There's even an adapter to swap the last ring and sleeve connection around to
iPod headsets will work with devices in the Nokia convention, and vice versa. A final layer of
complication involves the use of voltage fluctuation device control schemes to manipulate
audio devices such as skip, play, or pause the playback of music on an iPod or iPhone from a
hands free device. Both Android and Apple devices have music control via the phono jack. The
Tip and first ring are not impacted. Control is typically accomplished by voltage applied to the
microphone connection, which is sleeve on some Android devices. Incompatibilities exist
between Android systems, Apple iPhone systems, and 3rd party manufacturers. This is mostly
the fault of Apple for refusing to utilize an existing convention. The additional contact pole on
these connectors is for composite or digital video rather than a microphone. The remaining are
your ground and the stereo audio. Ideally there would be a standard which included the tip
always being left audio and the first pole for right audio. However, this is not the case. There are
a number of wiring conventions, some with the tip being something other than left audio. The
table below illustrates the Apple AV cable convention, which is consistent with their
microphone headset convention. Apple Convention for Audio and Video Devices. Jump to:
navigation , search. Personal tools Create account Log in. The audio jacks was invented in the
19th century for the purpose of use in telephone switchboards and still used widely to transfer
analog audio signals. Now-a-days 3. Also, for hobbyists 3. There are different types of 3. These
types of audio jacks does not support stereo sound and microphone, which means there is no
left and right. You will get same sound from both the sides. Below is the pinout of TS type male
audio jack. Application: Still used on musical equipment especially in electric guitars and
aviation radios. Below is the pinout of TRS type male audio jack. A TRRS type audio jack have
four conductors and are most popular with smartphones and tablets. Application: Used in many
branded companies headphones like Apple, Nokia, Samsung, Panasonic and etc. For using a 3.
Remove the above plastic casing and you will see the pins of the jack as shown in the images
above. Now use multi-strand wires to solder with the pins and then again cover it with the
Plastic casing. The STM32Cube with graphical software configuration tool reduces development
efforts, time, and cost. Pin Configuration Pin No. Pin Name Description 1. Tip Left 2. Ring Right
3. Ring Ground 4. Types of 3. TS Type Male Audio jack These types of audio jacks does not
support stereo sound and microphone, which means there is no left and right. Application:
Speakers, microphone, keyboards and etc. How to Use a Audio jack? Component Datasheet 3.
Tags Audio. TDA Audio Amplifier. Leave a Reply Please Login. STM32 Development Boards.
STM32F32 Ecosystem. X-Band Radar Portfolio. All rights reserved. There are at least four
different varieties of 3. In the last 60 days, several friends have had severe problems by not
understanding the differences and innocently plugged the inappropriate plug into the jack on
their recording device, which caused them severe problems. Shure is even including a special
adapter with some of its latest MOTIV products to combat this misconnection epidemic. In this

article, I explain and show them all, so you can get your desired result and avoid falling into the
trap where my friends did. The letter T stands for Tip , and the R stands for Ring like a ring on
your finger, not like ringing the telephone. In any case, the Tip refers to the metallic tip of the
plug, and the Ring refers to the metallic parts that surround the plug. The TRRS connector is
extremely popular with smartphones and tablets, and to some degree with computers, including
Chromebooks and Macs. Unfortunately, there are two conflicting standards associated with its
use with stereo unbalanced audio plus a mono microphone conductor. The older OMTP wiring
standard calls for Tip to be used for left audio, Ring 1 to be used for right audio, ring 2 to be
used for microphone, and the sleeve to be used for ground. According to IK Multimedia:. Most
Mac computers from are compatible with the exception of the Mac Pro line. Otherwise, the
supported Mac will not realize that there is a mic connected. Apparently, with some of the
supported Macs, it does not detect the presence of a TRRS plug, but also the impedance of the
stereo headset plugged connected. So far, I have seen it in a very few Sony products that allow
for bidireccional stereo unbalanced. Actually, the cable adapter shown above that Shure is
including with many new digital MOTIV devices solves two problems at once. If your only
headphone is TRRS, this adapter cable would be helpful if you use any other digital audio
device with your smartphone or tablet, even if it is another brand. Stand by for upcoming
articles, reviews, and books. Sign up to my free mailing list by clicking here. If you previously
subscribed to my bulletins and no longer receive them, you must re-subscribe due to new
compliance to GDPR. Most of my current books are at books. Also visit radio. Suscribe to his
BeyondPodcasting show at BeyondPodasting. Subscribe to his Tu radio global show at
Turadioglobal. Subscribe to his Tu salud secreta show at TuSaludSecreta. Unauthorized use is
prohibited without prior approval, except for short quotes which link back to this page, which
are encouraged! Sign up for the ProVideo Coalition weekly e-newsletter and get the most
popular articles, blogs, and reviews right to your inbox. Support ProVideo Coalition. Shop with.
Shop Now. PVC Favorites. You Might Also Like. In past articles, I have covered the advantages
of balanced audio connections. I have even covered the differences between I am quite
impressed at the Frequent readers know that I have already reviewed Just as in the past, we
have seen enslaving practices from video camera and mobile telephone manufacturers, now we
Our Websites Filmtools moviola. Email Address. Newsletter Sign Up Sign up for the ProVideo
Coalition weekly e-newsletter and get the most popular articles, blogs, and reviews right to your
inbox. We know them. We love them. They've been around since before the first Walkman and
they'll stay for a long time to come. Over the years, the general public have come to refer to
both the male and female of the species as an 'Audio Jack', even though this is not technically
correct. To keep things easy, we'll use the term plug for male and socket for female whenever
we need to be specific, and we'll pretend jack is genderless. Once upon a time, what we now
see as stereo jacks or headphone sockets were used in the telephone switchboards of the 19th
century. Now, we have three main sizes measured by their diameter; 6. This description works
for all three sizes, so don't be put off that our diagrams show 3. In this article, we're only
discussing unbalanced or 'general' use audio jacks. Even now, the most common place to find
an audio jack is on your MP3 player or personal computer. Just plug in your headphones and
off you go. Both mono and stereo audio have been standardised for a long time to ensure
equipment compatibility between analogue systems - even when adapted to RCA. In the socket,
the contacts which touch the plug haven't moved, and they're always connected from top to
bottom as Left, Right, Ground in the case of a standard stereo jack. When it came time to add in
a microphone channel, things went a little pear-shaped because there were two schools of
thought on how to wire up the connections. Some manufacturers chose to change the socket in
order to make the sleeve contact as the ground line OMTP , while others chose to leave the
ground contact where it was and squeeze the new channel in on the sleeve CITA. As you can
see from the above diagram, there was a benefit to keeping the ground contact position
unchanged, and this is the solution we see most often in headsets for personal computers,
iPhones and many other smartphone and tablet brands. This was arguably the 'first' standard.
Microphone audio wasn't the only type of signal this new contact could carry, and with the
miniaturisation of cameras and camcorders, analogue audio and video output was soon upon
us in the form of TRRS to 3RCA breakout cables. Again, without a set standard, the pinouts
inside the female socket from one manufacturer to the next could change. A Sony camcorder
wasn't likely to work with a Panasonic AV breakout lead, because they didn't wire up the same
way. In some cases, you could swap the RCA ends around and still get picture and audio, but
not always. And if the manufacturer moved the ground contact, things came unstuck anyway.
Why move the ground contact? If a manufacturer changed the pinouts, they prevented
competitor and aftermarket accessories from working with their devices, possibly with the
intent of forcing the consumer to buy 'the real thing'. You can thank the big brands for that one!

As you might imagine, plugging a TRS plug into a TRRS socket or vice-versa will result in an
electrical short between one channel and ground. For the most part, a short like this isn't a
great concern:. This is perfectly safe and acceptable - you won't be able to make 'hands-free'
voice calls, but you won't damage anything either. This also works for Android phones and
many other devices. Problems can emerge when mixing cables where the ground contact is not
on the first ring. This is difficult when the cables look identical, but are wired differently. You
don't want to send a lot of power over a shorted circuit. In most cases, when dealing with audio,
your first clue that something isn't right will be the loss of one stereo channel, or a lot of noise
coming through. This is generally a sure sign that the pins aren't in the right place.
Unfortunately there is no universal one-shot product which can work with all devices, and it's
nearly impossible to see inside the female socket to know where the wires go. In some cases,
an adapter like the ones linked above will get ou out of trouble. In others, you'll need to buy a
new accessory that matches the needs and pinouts of your hardware. When it comes to
camcorders, the best practice is always to seek an official accessory from the manufacturer or
look for an aftermarket AV breakout lead which specifically lists your model of camera as
compatible. We carry only a basic 3. With the push towards HDMI, this is becoming less of a
problem. Likewise for in-car DVD players using the TRRS socket - our breakout lead may work
for some models, but there are too many out there for us to keep track of. If you have a
multimeter and an existing cable, that's the best way to discover the pinouts and know what to
shop for. For stereo and microphone headsets, things are much easier. At most you might need
to split a TRRS out into separate stereo and microphone plugs to suit your laptop or computer.
Understanding TRRS as a format is only half the battle. Learning exactly what you need for a
specific device can be much trickier. If you have questions or comments about TRRS or our
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